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ABSTRACT 

 
In this work we describe a hybrid direct method for calculating the thermal disadvantage 
factor and the neutron flux distribution in fuel-moderator lattices.  For the mathematical 
model, we use the one-speed slab-geometry discrete ordinates (SN) transport equation with 
linearly anisotropic scattering.  The basic idea is to use higher order angular quadrature set in 
the highly absorbing fuel region �S��� and lower order angular quadrature set in the diffusive 

moderator region �S���, i.e., N� > N
.  We apply special continuity conditions based on the 
equivalence of the SN and PN-1 equations, which characterize the hybrid model.  Numerical 
results to a typical model problem are given to illustrate the accuracy and the efficiency of the 
offered hybrid method. 
 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 
 
The neutron flux distribution in lattice cells normally requires the use of a high-order 
transport theory approximations for adequate description.  However, it is also well known 
that, in weakly absorbing medium whose physical size is several neutron mean free paths in 
extent, diffusion theory leads to an accurate result.  Thus, in typical lattice cells where a 
highly absorbing, small fuel element is embedded in the moderator, a large weakly absorbing 
medium, high-order transport methods become unnecessary.  This situation was observed by 
several scientists, among them Leslie, 1963, who devised a method based on diffusion theory 
for the moderator and collision probability for the fuel region [1]. Michael M. R. Williams, 
1985, developed a method that combines the diffusion theory in the moderator with the 
transport equation in the integral formulation in the fuel.  This yielded a single integral 
equation which was solved numerically [2]. Later José H. Zani and Ricardo C. Barros, 2006, 
developed an iterative method using a hybrid discrete ordinates (SN) model and the 
conventional diamond difference (DD) method for the spatial discretization with source 
iteration (SI) scheme [3]. In 2008, Cynthia F. Segatto et al. [4] developed the direct method 
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based on the hybrid SN  formulation and the spatial Laplace transform (LTSN).  In this paper 
we describe a hybrid direct method for slab lattice calculations.  This hybrid direct SN method 
combines the convenience of a low-order SN method in the moderator with a high-order SN 
method in the fuel.  We use special fuel-moderator interface conditions based on the 
equivalence of the SN and PN-1 equations [5].  To illustrate the accuracy of the present direct 
hybrid �����/��� method, we consider a typical model problem described in Ref. [2]. 
 
 

2. MATHEMATICAL PRELIMINARIES 

 
 
Let us consider the following SN equations in a homogeneous slab with linearly anisotropic 
scattering: 
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(1) 

 
Our notation is standard [5]:  ����� is the angular flux of particles traveling in the discrete 
ordinates direction ��;  � is the angular weight for direction ��; �� is the total macroscopic 
cross section, ���  and ��# are the zero’th and first-order components of the differential 
scattering cross section, respectively, and & is the interior source.  In this paper, we use even-
order Gauss-Legendre quadrature sets [5]; then the �� are the roots of the N’th order 
Legendre polynomial, and we order these roots in increasing fashion as we illustrate in Fig. 1. 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1.  Discrete ordinates +,	,, = -:.. 
 
The general solution of equation (1) can be written as  
 

����� = �/ +��0 						,								( = 1:*			, (2) 
 
where the superscript 1 denotes a particular solution and the superscript � denotes the 
homogeneous component of the general solution.  For & constant, we obtain constant �/ 
given by  
 

�/ = &
	�2						, (3) 

 
where we have defined  �2 = �� − ��� as the absorption macroscopic cross section. 
 
Now, to determine the homogeneous component of the general solution, we consider the 
ansatz  
 

−1						�!								�!4#						�5676							�568#							0												�#											�:									�564#							�56 					1    
⋯																																																																																	
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��,<��� = =��>�?4@AB <C 				,					( = 1:*	,	 (4) 
 
and proceed in a way which is very similar to the spectral analysis performed by Case and 
Zweifel [6] followed by Mika [7].  Therefore, by substituting equation (4) into the 
homogeneous equation corresponding to equation (1), i.e., with the inhomogeneous term 
& = 0, and using the condition 
 

�=��>� �
!

�"#
= 1							, (5) 

we obtain 
 

=��>� = D�E + 3��>
:D#�1 − D��

2�> − ��� 			,			( = 1: *			, (6) 

 
where we have defined D� = ��� ��⁄   and  D# = ��# ��⁄ .  Furthermore, we multiply equation 
(6) by  � and sum the result over all ( = 1:*.  The result is the dispersion relation 
 

>
2 �

D� + 3��ED#�1 − D��
�> − ���  �

!

�"#
= 1		, (7) 

 
which we solve for the * real values of > , lying symmetrically about the origin, for any D� e D# satisfying 0 ≤ D# < D� < 1 .  Therefore, according to equation (4), we have a linearly 
independent set of * exponential functions and the expression for the general solution of 
equation (1) appears as  
 

����� =�Iℓ=��>ℓ�?4@AB <ℓC
!

ℓ"#
+ &
�2 				,					( = 1:*	,	 (8) 

 
where Iℓ	, ℓ = 1:*, are arbitrary constants. 
 

 

3. DIRECT HYBRID SN METHOD 

 
 
The periodic model we use is represented in figure 2. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2.  Fuel-moderator lattice cell (a = fuel 

region width; b = moderator region width) . 
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If we consider angular quadrature set of order *N  for the fuel rod and *O for the moderator 
region, equation (8) appears respectively as  

 

��N��� = �IP=��>PN�?4@AQB <RQC
!Q

P"#
	 , ( = 1: *N , �ST0, �KU	 (9) 

 
and 
 

��O��� = �VP=��>PO�?4@AWB <RWC
!W

P"#
+ &
�2O 	 , ( = 1:*O , �ST�K , XU		. (10) 

 
 
In equations (9) and (10) we have �*N + *O� unknown constants  IP and  VP .  At this point, 
we consider the reflexive boundary conditions, which apply at  � = 0  and  � = X  (figure 2). 
Therefore, we write *N 2⁄   reflexive boundary equations for  � = 0  
 

��85Q6
N �0� = ��N�0�		, ( = 1:*

N
2 		, (11) 

 
and  *O 2⁄   reflexive boundary equations for � = X 
 

��85W6
O �X� = ��O�X�		, ( = 1:*

O
2 			, (12) 

 
by using respectively equation (9) with  � = 0 and equation (10) with  � = X.  As a result, we 
have  �*N + *O� 2⁄   boundary equations and we still need  �*N + *O� 2⁄   equations that we 
obtain from the special continuity conditions.  That is, at	� = �K  , for the neutrons migrating 
from the fuel region to the moderator region ��� > 0�, we consider the P!Q4# expansion [5] 
of the angular flux exiting the fuel region 
 

��N��K� = � 2ℓ + 1
2 [ℓN��K�1ℓ����

!Q4#

ℓ"�
		 , ( = 1:*N 		, (13) 

 
where  1ℓ���� is the ℓ’th degree Legendre Polynomial [8] and [ℓN��K� is the angular 
moment of the angular flux expansion of ℓ’th order evaluated at the interface fuel-moderator 
� = �K .  Hence, we write 
 

[ℓN��K� = �1ℓ���N���N��K� �N
!Q

�"#
		 , ℓ = 0: �*N − 1�		. (14) 

 
Using equation (9) with  � = �K in equation (14) and further defining 
 

\ℓN�>PN� = �=��>PN�
!Q

�"#
1ℓ���N� �N 					, ℓ = 0: �*N − 1�	, ] = 1:*N 		, (15) 
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we may write  
 

[ℓN��K� = �IP\ℓN�>PN�?4@AQ0^ <RQC
!Q

P"#
		 , ℓ = 0: �*N − 1�		. (16) 

 
 
Now we substitute this result into equation (13).  The result appears as 
 

Ψ�N ��K� = � 2ℓ + 1
2 1ℓ����

!Q4#

ℓ"�
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To obtain *O 2⁄  equations for the expansion coefficients, we use continuity of the angular 
fluxes in the *O 2⁄  directions entering the moderator region at � = �K	��� > 0	,			( =
1:*O 2⁄ �.  Therefore, we use equation (17) and equation (10) to write 
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2 1ℓ��
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( = 1:*
O
2 	. 

 
(18) 

 
Similarly, to obtain *N 2⁄  missing equations for the expansion coefficients, we consider the 
P!W4# expansion of the angular flux exiting the moderator and entering the fuel region at 
� = �K, and proceed in analogous fashion for the directions �� < 0	,( = �*N 2⁄ + 1�:*N .   
 
Once we have solved the system of �*N + *O� unknowns IP	, ] = 1: *Nand VP	, ] = 1:*O, 
we use equations (5) and (9) to write  
 

[N��� = �IP�>PN�?4@AQB <RQC
!Q

P"#
			 , �	S	T0, �KU	, (19) 

 
and equations (5) and (10) to obtain 
 

[O��� = �VP�>PO�?4@AWB <RWC
!W

P"#
+ 2&�2O 		 , �	S	T�K , XU	. (20) 

 
 
Equations (19) and (20) give the scalar flux profile at any point within the fuel-moderator 
lattice.  At this point we remark that the scalar flux must satisfy the following integral 
balance equation with  ] = 1: 
 

a �2N[N ���
N

�� + a �2O[O���
O

�� = 1] a &	��O
		. (21) 
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However, due to the present special continuity conditions we have used at � = �K, ] may be 
slightly different from unity, in which case we need to multiply the scalar flux profile, as 
generated by the present hybrid SN method, by ]. 
 
 

4. NUMERICAL RESULTS 

 

 

Our test problem is a slab lattice cell whose fuel region has width of 0.1016	D( and the 
moderator region has width of 0.3048	D(.  The macroscopic cross sections are given in 
Table 1. 
 
 
 

Table 1. Data to the model problem 

 

Material and Geometric Parameters Data 

��N�D(4#� 1 1.6480 

���N �D(4#� 2 0.7278 

��#N �D(4#� 3 0.65 

��O�D(4#� 1 3.6910 

���O�D(4#�  2 3.6713 

��#O�D(4#�  3 2.72 

= = ef?g	h?ijkl	mj�nℎ	�D(� 0.1016 

L = (k�?h=nkh	h?ijkl	mj�nℎ	�D(� 0.3048 
    1. Total macroscopic cross section 
    2. Zero’th order component of the differential scattering cross section 
    3. First order component of the differential scattering cross section 
 
 
 
This model problem is a modification of the model problem considered in Ref. [2] by 
including linearly anisotropic scattering. Table 2 displays the scalar flux [ at various 
positions within the domain using four distinct direct hybrid ���� models with S32 for the 
fuel region and S2, S4, S8 and S16 for the moderator region. As we see in Table 2 the 
maximum relative deviation for all runs was 2.46% with respect to the non-hybrid DD S32 
results for the scalar flux generated at � = 0.1524	D( by the ��(S32/2) method.  As we 
increase the order of the angular quadrature set in the moderator, the relative deviations tend 
to being reduced. Figure 3 displays the scalar flux profile for this test problem, as generated 
by the non-hybrid DD (S32) method (blue solid curve), the ��(S32/4) method (red dashed 
curve), and the ��(S32/8) method (black dotted curve). We see that the flux profile, as 
generated by the present hybrid models, tends to agreeing with the blue solid curve in    
Figure 3, as the angular quadrature sets in the moderator region increase. 
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Table 2. Scalar flux  r�s,4tu4-� at various positions for the model problem. 

 

Position 
�D(� 

DD 
method 
S32 

a 
[ b 

���!Q/!W� c 
���Sv:/:� ���Sv:/w� ���Sv:/x� ���Sv:/#y� 
[ z - % d [ z - % [ z - % [ z - % 

0 3.0108 3.0154 0.15 3.0167 0.20 3.015 0.14 3.0159 0.16 
0.0254 3.0354 3.0381 0.09 3.0390 0.12 3.0370 0.05 3.0380 0.08 
0.0508 3.1205 3.1168 0.12 3.1158 0.15 3.1123 0.26 3.1130 0.24 
0.0762 3.2754 3.3012 0.79 3.2530 0.68 3.2623 0.40 3.2630 0.37 
0.1016 3.3375 3.3097 0.83 3.2894 1.44 3.3217 0.47 3.3144 0.69 
0.127 3.3721 3.3164 1.65 3.3168 1.64 3.3614 0.32 3.3575 0.43 
0.1524 3.3932 3.3211 2.12 3.3359 1.69 3.3867 0.19 3.3819 0.33 
0.1778 3.4049 3.3239 2.38 3.3471 1.70 3.4008 0.12 3.3947 0.30 
0.2032 3.4086 3.3249 2.46 3.3509 1.69 3.4053 0.10 3.3987 0.30 
a. Diamond Difference Method  
b. Scalar Flux �D(4:{4#� 
c. Direct hybrid method with !Q quadrature in the fuel and !W quadrature in the moderator 
d. percentage deviation 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 3.  Scalar flux profile for the model 

problem 
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5. DISCUSSION 
 

 

Based on the numerical results presented in the previous section, we list a number of general 
conclusions: 
 

• The direct hybrid method, as described in this paper, generated very accurate solution 
in short computational execution time. Table 3 lists the computational time for each 
run considered in Sec.4.  We can see in Table 3 that the present �����/��� method 
is very efficient in this model problem. 

 
 

 
Table 3. Computational time and the thermal disadvantage factor 

 
Method Execution time a  

(second) 
Thermal disadvantage factor  ��� 

DD(S32 )
  8.331 1.098 

��(S32/16) 0.078 1.096 
��(S32/8) 0.047 1.096 
��(S32/4) 0.031 1.084 
��(S32/2) 0.030 1.087 

a - Processor Intel CORE i3 2,40 GHz  –  RAM 4Gb  –  Windows 7 – 64 bits. 

 
 
 

• As the prescribed neutron source in the present model is located in the moderator 
region, this monoenergetic model is assumed to represent the thermal flux 
distribution. If we are to take into account the energy transfer due to nuclear reactions, 
we need to consider a multigroup model, wherein a prescribed fast neutron source 
needs to be placed in the fuel region to model the fast fission neutrons. For the sample 
problem considered in Sec.4, Table 3 displays the thermal disadvantage factor, as 
generated by each run, which is defined as the ratio between the average scalar flux in 
the moderator region and the average scalar flux in the fuel rod. We see that the 
present ���!Q/!W� method generated accurate results for the thermal disadvantage 
factor. 
 

• This paper is part of master’s dissertation of Davi J. M. Silva (first author) which 
gives more details on the present method [9] 
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